Responsible Offshore Science Alliance Advisory Council
Friday, June 24, 2022
12:30 PM to 3:00 PM ET

Register in advance for this meeting:
https://cbuilding.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZwkdeGrqz0tHdfC3bt5ZQNM3Yl0lhVpWjKF

After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining

12:15 Platform opens for signing on
- If you are a ROSA primary council member or an alternate serving in that role, please put an asterisk at the front of your name in the Participant Panel so we can identify you

12:30 Welcome, Introductions, Agenda Review
- Zoom poll of who is in the room

12:40 Challenges to Pre-Construction Fisheries Surveys
- NOAA Fisheries and BOEM presentation and discussion of issues- Ursula Howson, BOEM; Doug Christel, GARFO
- What was, what will occur in the future, what are the issues for today?
- Questions and discussion

1:20 Researchers Response to the Challenge, Innovative Tools, Trade-Offs and Implications
- Panel of researchers discussing adaptive strategies in ongoing project monitoring- Robert Ruhle, F/V Darana R; Kevin Wark, Endeavor Fisheries; Doug Zemeckis, Rutgers; David Bethoney, CFRF
- Moderator: Mike Pol, ROSA
- Questions and discussion

2:00 Break

2:05 Follow-Up on Fisheries Resource Data Production, Storage, and Accessibility Report
- Recommendations from Data Sharing Report- Mike Pol, ROSA
- Panelist: Jeff Kneebone, New England Aquarium
- Questions
2:45 Regional Research Prioritization Framework
- Research questions, overlaps, consideration criteria, and gaps- Lyndie Hice-Dunton, ROSA
- Questions

2:55 Summary of Meeting Outcomes and Next Steps

3:00 Adjourn